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ABSTRACT 
Appell’s functions F,, F,, F3, F4 and Humbert’s functions of matrix arguments 
are defined when the argument matrices are real symmetric positive definite, and 
several results on these functions, including limiting properties and integral proper- 
ties, are established. Many of these correspond to the results in the scalar variable 
cases. A generalized matrix transform is used to define these functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Appell’s functions and Humbert’s functions of scalar variables appear in 
many applications, as in statistical distribution theory, heat flow, astrophysics, 
and related areas. Lists of such topics may be seen in Exton (1976) and 
Srivastava and Karlsson (1985). Many people have contributed to the devel- 
opment of the theory of these functions in the scalar cases; see for example 
Buschman (1965), Slater (1966), Exton (19761, and Srivastava and Karlsson 
(1985). In the nonnull distribution problems in multivariate statistical analysis 
the corresponding functions of matrix arguments are needed. Functions of 
several matrix arguments are also needed in several econometric problems; 
see for example Chikuse and Davis (1986). Some of these problems are still 
open due to lack of results on functions of several matrix arguments. Hence 
the theory developed in this article will find immediate applications in many 
disciplines. 
The current development of the theory of scalar functions of one matrix 
argument is through a generalized Laplace transform, zonal polynomials, and 
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a generalized matrix transform or M-transform. A brief mention of these 
developments will be made later. 
We need the following standard notation. Let A = (aij> be a p X p 
matrix. Then tr( A) = tr A = a,, + *** +a,, = A, + ..* + A, where 
h,, . , A, are the eigenvalues of A; det A = 1 A( = determinant of A; 
X > 0, X > 0 mean X is positive definite and positive semidefinite respec- 
tively; /x, a means the integral over all symmetric positive definite matrices 
X; JA<X<LI = I“? means the integral over all X such that X = X’ > 0, 
A = A’ > 0, X - A > 0, B = B ’ > 0, B - X > 0; a prime on a matrix 
denotes its transpose; I denotes an identity matrix; 0 denotes the null matrix 
as well as zero; Xl/’ denotes the unique symmetric square root of the 
symmetric positive definite matrix X. All the matrices appearing in this 
article are assumed to be p X p real symmetric positive definite unless 
specified otherwise. The generalized gamma function will be denoted by 
r,< a) = ,p(p-1)‘4r( a)r (a_;)...r(a-q), R(a) >$, 
(1.1) 
where R( > denotes the real part of the argument, and it can be shown that 
r,< a) = J*>olXIU-(~+1)‘2”-f’Xdx, (1.2) 
where dX stands for the product of the p(p + 1)/2 differential elements, 
due to the symmetry of X, that is, dX = dx,, dx,, dx,, **a dx,, .-a dx,,. 
The integral in (1.2) can be shown to reduce to the right side of (1.1) by using 
the transformation X = TT’, T = (tij), tjj > 0, j = 1, . . . , p, tij = 0, i < j. 
The Jacobian in this transformation, as well as in many such matrix transfor- 
mations, is available in the literature. Two such formulas which will be 
frequently used in this article, are the following: 
X=TT’ ==a dX = 2P fitJ+j dT, 
j=1 
Y=A’XA =a dY = IA/$‘+’ dx, (1.3) 
where T is a triangular matrix as described above, X and Y are p X p 
symmetric matrices of functionally independent variables, A is a nonsingular 
matrix of constants, and 1 I+ indicates that the absolute value is taken. 
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We will also need a few results on gamma functions and hypergeometric 
functions. From Constantine (1963) one has 
1 2P(PVu/2 
- zz 
r,(a) (274p(p+1)‘2 
trZIZ(-a dZ (1.4) 
for R(o) > (p - O/2, where i = m, Z = X + iY, and X and Y are 
p X p real symmetric matrices. 
All the functions appearing in this paper are assumed to be symmetric 
functions in the sense 
f(X,Y,,..., X,Y,) =f(ylx,>...>mx,). (1.5) 
Herz (1955) defined a hypergeometric function ,.F,(a,, . . , a,; b,, . , b,; X> 
as that symmetric function satisfying the following pair of integral equations: 
.+,F,(a,, .. . > a,> Y; b,, . > b,; 2) 
1 
=- 
Q(Y) y>oe / 
-tryrFs(ul,. . . , a,; b,, . . . , b,; ZY)lY ly-(p+1)‘2 dY 
(1.6) 
and 
rF,+l(ul,...,u,;b,,...,b,;Y) 
= rp(y)2p(p-1)‘2 
I e tr z (27ri) p( p + 1)/Z R(Z)=X>O 
x,.F&q, . . , a,; b,, . . . , b,; YZ-‘)IZI-” dz. (1.7) 
Many properties of r F, can be studied by using these two integral equations, 
but no explicit form of r F, is available from these equations. Herz (1955) has 
shown that any symmetric function satisfying (1.6) and (1.7) is unique under 
some mild conditions. This author has defined r F,, by using a generalized 
matrix transform or M-transform, as that function whose M-transform is the 
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following [see for example Mathai and Saxena (197811: 
M&F,) = / JXlP-(P+1)‘2rFs(al,. .) a,; b,, . . . 
x>o 
= n,S=, rp(bj) nJ=, rp(“j - P) 
ni=l rp(“j) Ilgzl ITp(bj - p) rpc P> 
for R( p, a, - p,b,-p)>(p-1)/2,m=l,..., r,k = 1,. . , s, s > r. 
Here, for example, R(*, **> > (p - 1)/2 means R(*) > (p - 1)/2 and 
R(**) > ( p - 1)/2. It can be shown that any symmetric function r F, satisfy- 
ing (1.8) also satisfies the pair of equations (1.6) and (1.7) under some mild 
conditions of integrability and interchange of integrals. This can be estab- 
lished by using (1.8), (1.4), and (1.5). Even if r F, from (1.8) is not unique, the 
class of functions satisfying (1.8) can be shown to have properties analogous 
to the ones satisfied by the r F, in the scalar case. No explicit form of r F, is 
available from (1.8) either. Constantine (1963) defined rFs in explicit series 
form by using zonal polynomials. But this series form is not so suitable for 
establishing theoretical results, even though it is the only form available in the 
literature at present which enables one to carry out numerical computations 
of these functions. 
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b,; -X) dX 
(1.8) 
The M-transform in the case of many matrix variables will be defined 
with respect to the parameters p,, . . , p, as follows: 
M(f) = Mp,, . . . . ..[fV~~~'~'X")l 
= /, 
I 
>. . . . /, 
” 
>(pqPl-(P+w ,.. IXJAPfW 
Xf(X,,...,X,)dX, ... dX, (1.9) 
whenever M(f) exists. As a consequence of the symmetry condition in (1.5) 
we may note that for a scalar function g(X) of the real symmetric positive 
definite matrix X, 
g(X) = s(QQ’x’) = g(Q'XQ) 
= g(dag( A,, . . , A,)), QQ' = Q'Q = I, (1.10) 
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where A,,..., A, are the eigenvalues of X. Thus effectively g is a function of 
the p eigenvalues of X and hj > 0, j = 1,. . . , p. 
For establishing some limiting properties as well as integral properties we 
need the matrix variable cases of the beta functions and Dirichlet functions. 
These are already available in the literature. The type-l and type-2 Dirichlet 
integrals, denoted by D, and D, respectively, are the following: 
D, = / / ... 1x11 
a,-(p+1)/2 
**. Ix,1 a,-(p+1)/2 
x IZ - x, - . . . _xp-(P+w &y, . . . &c, 
n;,‘: I-,( a;) 
= II-,( a1 + *-- +%+1) 
and 
D, = /, 
I 
>. . . . ,-, 
II 
>c,x11a1-(p+1)/2 . . . IXn101”-(1’+1)‘2 
x IZ + x, + . . . +xp+ ...+a”+l) &(, . . . &(, 
rl;:; r,< q 
= r&q + ... + a”+l) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
In both the cases the conditions are R(ol,) > ( p - D/2, j = 1, . . , n + 1, 
and in D, the integral is over 0 < Xj < I, j = 1,. . . , n, and 0 < X, 
+ ..a +X, < I. When n = 1 we have the type-l and type-2 beta integrals. 
Due to the symmetry as defined in (1.5) and (l.lO), the integrals in both 
(1.11) and (1.12) reduce to those of scalar functions of the eigenvalues of 
X,, . , X,. Hence we may note that the interchange of integrals, interchange 
of integrals and limits, and other steps to follow in the study of the properties 
of F,,..., F4 in the next section are all valid, and hence these conditions will 
not be stated at each place. 
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2. APPELL’S FUNCTIONS OF MATRIX ARGUMENTS 
Appell’s functions will be defined in terms of their M-transforms as those 
functions having the following M-transforms with respect to the parameters 
Pl> P2. 
DEFINITION 2.1. F, = F,(a, b, b’; C; -X,, -X2); 
M( F,) = /-, >,/, 
I 2 
>o/X11p~-(P+~)‘21X21p~-~~+JM2 
x F,( a, b, b’; c; -x,, -X2) dX, dX, 
rpw r,< P,Vp( P2) = 
rp(4rp(wpw r,cc - Pl - P2) 
x r,(u - p1 - p2)rp(b - PJW' - p2) (2.1) 
for R( pl, p2, a - PI - pz> b - pI, b’ - p2, c - p1 - p2) > (P - l)i2. 
DEFINITION 2.2. F2 = F2(u, b, b’; c, c’; -X,, -X,1; 
M(F,) = /_-_- >,/, >~X~~P~-(p+1)‘2~X2~Pz-(P+1)‘2 
I 2 
x F,( a, b, b’; c, c’; -X,, -X2) dX, dX, 
rp<+--pcc’> r,( P,F,( Ed 
= 
rp(qp(b)rp(b’) r,k - P,)~,(c’ - p2) 
x r,(b - pl)rp(b’ - p,)r,(a - p1 - p2) (2.2) 
for R( PI, p2, a - PI - p2, b - pl, b’ - p2, c - ~1, c’ - P2) > (P - 1)/2. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. F3 = F&a, a’, b, b’; c; -Xl, -X2); 
M(Fd = 
rp<c> rp< Pl >rp< P2) 
r,~~~r,~~~~r,~b~r,cbr) r,(  - p1 - p2) 
x r,(u - drp - P2)rp(b - dr,w - p2) (2.3) 
for ~(a - pl, U' - p2, b - ~1, b’ - ~2, ~1, ~2, c - PI - ~2) > (P - 1)/2. 
DEFINITION 2.4. F4 = F,(u, b; c, c’; -Xl, -X2); 
M(F ) = r&WC’) r,(u - p1 - p2) 
4 
~pwpw r,(c - dqw - pz) 
x r,(b - pl - P2)rp( ~dr,( p2) (2.4) 
for R( pl, p2, u - ~1 - ~2, b - P1 - p7.7 ’ - p1’ ” - p2) > (p - O/2. 
Several properties will be established by using the definitions in 
(2.1)-(2.4). First we will establish a theorem on a hypergeometric function 
rFS when the argument is a sum of several matrices. This is needed in some 
of the results later on. 
THEOREM 2.1. The M-transform of ,F,(q, . . . , a,; b,, . . , b,; -(Xl + 
*** +X,)> is the following: 
M(rFs) = ,_-_- 
I 
>o... /, 
” 
>;x11pl-(~+1)/2 . . . IxnIp”-(p+1)/2 
x.F,(ul,...,a,;bl,...,b,; -(Xl + ... +X,))dX, ... dX, 
x 17Jzl rp(uj - Pl - *** -P,) 
njcl rp(bj - ~1 - 1.. -P,) (2.5) 
for R( pj, a, - pl - ... -p,,, b, - pl - ... -p,) > ( p - 1)/2> j = 
1, , n, m = 1, . . . , r, k = 1, . . . , S. 
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Proof. Make the following transformations: 
u = x, + *** +x, ==9 X, = U -X, - e-0 -X, 
* dx, = du, forfixed X2,...,Xn, 
X, = UW[ 1 - U-WX&-W - . . . _U-WXJ-W]UW; 
where U1/’ is the unique symmetric square root of U = U’ > 0. Put 
3 = U-1/2X.U-W = 
J 
dVj = IUj-(P+1)‘2 dXj 
and 
X. zz U’/2V,UW 
I .I ’ j = 2,. , . , n, 
for fixed U, and 
X, = UW[Z - v2 - b.. _VJUW; 
see also (1.3). Then 
M(rF,) = jU>~Ul P1""'Pn-(p'1)'2+Fs(al,. ..,a,; b, ,..., b,; -U) dU 
x 
/ / 
. . . IZ - v2 - . . . _vy-(P+l)P 
Note that 
XIX IP2-(P+w 
2 
. . . IV IPn-(P+w 
n dV2 *** dv,. 
1 - v2 - “’ 
-v, = (1 - v, - . . . -v,y2 
x [ z - (I - v, - **. -vn)-1’2v2 
x( 1 - v, - . . . +7)-l/2 1 
X(Z - v, -*** -vy2. 
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Put 
w, = (1 - v, - . . . -vnp2v2( z - v, - *** -vnp2, 
so that 
dW2 = IZ - V, - . . . -VnJ(p+1)‘2 dV,, 
for fixed V,, . . , V,, and 0 < W, < I. Now integrate out W, by using a 
type-l beta integral to get 
rp< PP,( P2> 
rpt Pl + P2) 
IZ _ v, - . . . _vnlPI+~P-(P+l)~2~ 
Integrate out V,, . . , V,, to get the final form as [Fly, 1 rpC pj)l/Tp( p1 + 
. . . + p,>. Now integrate out U by using the M-transform of rFS in (1.8). 
Note that rp( p1 + a*. + p,) is canceled, and the result follows. n 
THEOREM 2.2. ForR(b,b',c---_')>(p-1)/2, 
F, = F,( a, b, b’; c; -X,, -X2) 
rpcc> = 
rp(b)rp(byp(c -b - b’) 
x ~vl~b-(p+‘)/2~v2~b’-‘~+1’/“~z _ q _ u~I~-~-~‘-(P+~)/~ 
x/z + u;‘~x$J;‘~ + ~;‘~x~Vcj’~1-~ dV, dv,. 
Proof. Take the M-transform of the right side with respect to X, and 
X2 and with the parameters p1 and p2. That is, 
/ / x,>o x,zolXII 
p,-(P+1)/21x21Pz-(P+1)/2 
XIZ + vf’“x v 1’2 + v~‘2X2v~‘21-n dx, dx, 11 
= IvlI-~‘Iv21-p~ 
r,( ~,)r,( P2)rpb - p1 - p2) 
rp<4 
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for R( pr, pz, a - pr - pz) > ( p - O/2, evaluated by using type-2 Dirich- 
let integral D, of (1.12) after making the transformation 3 = U.‘/2X U.1/2 
for fKed Uj. Now integrate out the U.‘s by using a type-l 
I 
Dirich et mtegral 
f .jJ 
D, of (1.11). Then the M-transform o the right side reduces to that of an F,, 
and hence the result. 
Note that for F,(a, b, b’; c; X,, X2> also the same integral representation 
holds good. But in this case in order for the matrix Z - Urr/2X,7Jrr/2 - 
U ‘/‘X U ‘I2 to remain symmetric positive definite we need the condition 2 2 2 
llu;‘2x1u:‘2 + u;‘2x2u;‘211 < IIu~‘2x1u~‘2~~ + IJu;‘2x2u,“211 
=G llX,ll + llX,ll < 1, 
since IlU,ll < 1, IlU,ll Q 1 by the range of the integrals, where II II denotes a 
norm of a matrix. Thus the condition reduces to 11 X,1/ + II X,II < 1. n 
The proofs are similar in the next few theorems, and hence these will be 
stated without proofs. 
THEOREM 2.3. For INa, c - a> > ( p - D/2, 
F, = F,(a, b, b'; c; -X,, -X2) 
rpw = / ‘(u(o-(P+1)/2 rpwrp<c - a> 0 
lZ _ u(c-~-(P+w 
x II + U”2X1U1’2(~bIz + U’/2X2U1’21-b’ dU. 
Note that for F,(u, b, b’; c; X,, X2) also the same theorem holds good, 
provided IlXrll < 1 and llX211 < 1. 
THEOREM 2.5. For R(b, b’, c - b, c’ - b’) > (p - D/2, 
F, = F,( a, b, b’; c, c’; -X,, -X2) 
rp<c>rp<4 = 
Il 
’ z,uJ4p+‘)/2 
r,(b)r,(b’)r,(c - b)r,(c’ -b’) o o 
x IU2l 
b’-(p+1),‘21z _ UlIc-b-(p+l)/21z _ U21c’-b’-(P+W2 
x 11 + u;/~x~U;‘~ + u,1’2X2U;‘21-” dU, du,. 
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Note that the same theorem holds good for Fz(a, b, b’; c, c’; Xl, X2> also, 
provided llXlll + IIX1ll < 1. 
THEOREM 2.5. ForR(b,b’,c -b -b’) > (p - O/2, 
F3 = F,(a, a’, b, b’; c; -X,, -X2) 
qJ<c> b (p+l)P 
r,(b)r,(b’)r,(c -b -b’) // ‘ul’ - 
x l&l 
b'-(p+1)/211 _ ul _ U21c-b-b'-(p+l)/2 
x II + Uy2X1Uy21-alz + U;‘2X2U2]‘21-n’ dU, dU,. 
Note that the same theorem holds good for F,(a, a’, b, b’; C; X,, X2) also, 
provided llXlll < 1 and llX211 < 1. 
THEOREM 2.6. For R(u, b) > (p - 1)/2, 
F4 = F4(a, b; c, c’; -X,, -X2) 
= rp(u;rp(b) ~,>ujr.,>oe-t~(~~+~~)lT11=-(P+1)’2 
x IT21b-(P+1)‘2,,F1( ; c; _ T;/2T;/2X1T;/2T;/2) 
x,F,( ;c’; - T;‘2T;‘2X2T;‘2T;‘2) dT, dT,. 
Proof. Take the M-transform of the right side with respect to X, and 
X2, using (1.8) and making the transformation 
u. = T1/2T1/2X,T1/2T’/2 =c. du. = IT~T~I(‘+~)/~ dx. 
3 12 J2 1 3 J 
for fixed T, , T2, 
to get 
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Now integrate out T, and T, by using gamma integrals to get r,(a - p1 - 
,o,)T,(b - p1 - ~2). N ow the right side is the M-transform of an F4, and 
hence the result. n 
3. HUMBERT’S FUNCTIONS 
Humberts functions will be defined in terms of their M-transforms as 
those functions having the following M-transforms with respect to the 
parameters pl, ~2. 
DEFINITION 3.1. @I = @,(a,b;c; -X1, -X2); 
MC@,,) = 
qJ<c> rp(u - Pl - P2> 
rp(u)rp(b) rptc _ p, _ p2) ‘Pcb - pl)rP( pl)rP( &) 
for R( pl, p2, b - P1, a - Pl - p2, c - p, - p2> > (p - I)P. 
DEFINITION 3.2. @)2 = @,(b, b’; C; -X,, -X2); 
MC@,) = 
rpw rpv - P1) 
rpwrp4 r,(c - p1 - p2) 
rpw - P2Fp( Pdql( P2> 
DEFINITION 3.3. Q?, = @,,(b; c; -Xl, -X2>; 
r,(c) rp(b - dT;( dr,( ~2) 
M(m3) = r,(b) rpcc - Pl - P2> 
DEFINITION 3.4. *I = Wl(u, b; c, c’; -Xl, -X2); 
M(q ) = rP(c)rP(c’) r,(a - p1 - p2) 
1 rpwpw r,(c - dr,(c’ - p2) 
x rp(b - P,)T;,( PIP-,( 6%) 
for R( pI, pz, b - ~1, c - PI, C’ - p2, a - p1 - p2> > (p - I)/2. 
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DEFINITION 3.5. q2 = *,(a; c, c’; -Xl, -X2); 
213 
M(* 
2 
) = r,<c>r,<c’> r,(u - Pl - P2FJ Pl&A P2> 
r&d r,cc - dqw - ~2) 
for R( Pl> PZ> c - P12 c’ - pz, a - p1 - pz> > ( p - 012. 
DEFINITION 3.6. El = Bl(a, a’, b; c; --Xl, -X2); 
M(S),) = 
rp<c> r,(a - P,)~~(u’ - p2) 
rpwpwrpw rptc - PI - Pz> 
x q4b - PXJ PlYp( P2> 
for R( pl, p2, a - P1, a’ - pz, b - pl, c - p1 - pz) > (P - 012. 
DEFINITION 3.7. &, = 8&z, b; c; -X,, -X,1; 
M(8,) = 
rp<c> rp<u - Pl) 
rp(u)rp(b) rp(c _ p1 _ p2) ‘Pcb - ‘ljrP( “jrP( “) 
for R( pl, p2, a - pl, b - ~1, c - ~1 - PZ) > (P - l)i2. 
A number of results on these functions will be established here, which 
will be stated in the form of theorems. The first few are integral representa- 
tions, and the remaining ones are some limiting properties. 
THEOREM 3.1. For R(u, c - a> > ( p - O/2, 
@, = Q1( a, b; c; -X,, -X2) 
rp<c> = rp(u)rp(c _ u) ojL’l-(‘+“/ZIz - (,qc-=-(p+l)‘Z 
/ 
XJZ + U1/2x1U1/21-be-tr(UXz) &,r. 
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Proof. Take the M-transform of the right side with respect to X, and 
X,. That is, 
/ 
IX (PI-(P+w(z + U1/2xlp/21-* (jx, = 
1 
rpc PlFp(b - Pl) ,u,-p’ 
x,>o rpw 
for R( pr, b - pr) > ( p - 1)/2, evaluated by using D, of (1.12) after 
making the transformation Y, = U112X 1 U1j2, and 
/ x,>o 
IX2)P2-(P+1)/28-tr(u”PXpU”2) $/, = (uJ-P’rp( p2) 
for R( p2> > ( p - O/2, by using the gamma integral of (1.2). Now integrate 
out U by using a type-l beta integral or D, of (1.11) for n = 1 to see that the 
M-transform of the right side reduces to that of a a,, and hence the result. 
H 
As a consequence of this observation and from Theorem 3.1 one can have 
the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. For R(a, c - a> > ( p - 1)/2, 
qJ<c> 
rp(u)rp(c _ u) pa-(p+1)~21z - ulc-a-(p+1)‘2 
e-tr[u “*(x,+x2)u”*] &J 
=lFl(a; c; -(X1 +x2)). 
Proof. Take the M-transform of the right side with respect to X, and 
X2, and then integrate out U by using a type-l beta integral to see that this 
M-transform is a particular case of the M-transform in Theorem 2.1 with 
r = s = 1, and hence the result. w 
For proving the next two theorems the steps are exactly similar, and 
hence these will be stated without proofs. 
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THEOREM 3.3. ForR(b,b’,c -b -b’) > (p - 1)/2, 
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a2 = a2( b, b’; c; -x,, -X,) 
= rpc4 
r,(b)r,(b’)r,(c -b -b’) IU1’ - 
b (p+1)/21U21b’-(p+1)/2 
x lz _ u _ 
1 
u ~c-b-b’-(p+1)/28-tr(u:‘Zx,u:‘2+u:/Px2u~’2) dU 
2 1 
dU 
2’ 
THEOREM 3.4. 
1)/C 
For R(d, d’, c - d - d’, b, b’, c - b - b’) > (p - 
CD, = a2( b, b’; c; -X,, -X2) 
= rp<c> 
rp(d)rp(dyp(c - d - d’) // 
IU Id-(P+1)/2JU21d’-(P+1)/2 
1 
x ‘1 _ q _ u2’c-d-d’-(P+1)/21Fl(b; d; -(J;/~X&~;/~) 
x,F,(b’; d’; - U,‘/“X,U,‘/“) dU, du,. 
THEOREM 3.5. For R(b, b’, c - b - b’) > (p - O/2, 
a, = a2( b, b’; c; -X,, -X,) 
= rp(c)2p(p-l)/2 
(2rri) p( p + o/2 / 
etTT’~‘-C’z + x,T-~‘-~‘~ + ~,T-ll-~’ dT, 
where T = T, + iT2, T, and T, are real symmetric with T, > 0, and it is 
a.ssumedthatT-‘=W’withV’X,V>O,j=1,2. 
Proof. 
X2 to get 
Take the M-transform of the right side with respect to X, and 
ITI 
p1+p2 r,( dr,(b - ~4 r,c ~~)r,(b’ - ~2) 
T,(b) r,(bf) 
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by making the transformation 5 = V’X,V for futed V and then evaluating 
the integrals by using type-2 beta integrals. Note that 
II + XjT_‘I = II + XjW’I = II + V’XjVl 
for IV 1 # 0. Now integrate out T by using the inverse Laplace representation 
of the gamma function given in (I.41 to see the result. n 
Steps for proving the following results are exactly similar to those of the 
proof in Theorem 3.4, and hence these will be stated without proofs. 
THEOREM 3.6. For R(b, b’, c - b - b’) > (p - O/2, 
= 
-1 = E:,( a, b’, b; c; -X,, -X2) 
= rp<c> 
r,(b)r,(b’)r,(c -b -b’) !-_I lu lb-(p+1)/21U21b’-(p+1)/2 ’ 
x II _ (J, _ U21c-b-b’-(P+1)/21Z + ~~/2X1u~/21-~e-“(~,x,) &J, dU2. 
Interchange the roles of (Xi, Vi) and (X2, U,> to get another result of the 
same type with two gammas with p2 and one with pi in the numerator. A 
similar result is found if X, and X2 are interchanged. 
4. HUMBERT’S FUNCTIONS AS LIMITING FORMS 
In this section we will derive a number of results giving Humbert’s 
functions as limiting forms of Appell’s functions. For establishing these we 
need two results which will be stated as lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. For E scalar and A a p X p matrix with p finite, 
lim II + EAI~“~ = emtrA. 
l +O 
Proof. Let h,, . . . , A, be the eigenvalues of A. Then the determinant 
II + EAI = fI(1 + E$). 
j=l 
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Note that 
and hence 
lim (1 + 15$-l” = e-S, 
C-0 
lim ,I + EA~-‘/~ = e-~,- ... -$ = e-tr*, 
C-t0 
since tr A = A, + ... +h,. 
LEMMA 4.2. For 1 zj -+ m and b bounded, 
Proof. 
then 
r,(z - b) 
liTm rp(~) = z-pb. 
Note that from the ratio the factor ~TP(P- 1)/4 is canceled and 
rocz - b) =fi 
j=l 
rp z-b+) 
i 
Now apply the asymptotic formula for gamma functions, namely, for 1 z 1 -+ w 
and a bounded. 
qZ + a) + (27r)1’2zZ+a-1/2e-z. 
Apply this to the gamma ratios by taking a as -b - (j - 1)/2 and -(j - 
I)/2 respectively to establish the result. w 
THEOREM 4.1. 
1 
a, b, -; c; -Xl, --EX~ = ml( a, b; c; -X,, -X,). 
E 
Proof. Take the integral representation of F, from Theorem 2.3. Now 
lim ,I + &/2Xzp/2~-W = e-trw”*XpU1’2) 
640 
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by Lemma 4.1. Then the right side of Theorem 2.3 reduces to the integral 
representation of a, of Theorem 3.1, and hence the result. Since the 
integral is of the beta type, the limits can be taken inside the integral. W 
THEOREM 4.2. 
1 
-, b, b’;c; -6X1, -EXZ 
E 
= @Jb, b’;c; -X,, -X,). 
Proof. Take the integral representation of F, given in Theorem 2.2. 
Then 
by Lemma 4.1. Now from the integral representation of <p, in Theorem 3.3 
the result follows. n 
THEOREM 4.3. 
1 
a, -, b, b’; c; -X,, -EX~ = E:,( a, b’, b; c; -X,, -X2) 
E 
Proof. Take the integral representation of F3 from Theorem 2.5, and 
apply steps similar to the ones in the proof of Theorem 4.2 to see the result. 
m 
In a similar fashion we can prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 4.4. 
1 
-,a’,b,b’;c;-EX1,-X2 =~:,(a’,b,b’;c;-X,,-X,), 
E 
* where El has the sam form as in 8, with p1 and pz interchanged. 
THEOREM 4.5. 
1 
a, -,b’;c; -6X1, -X2 = &,( a, b’; c; -X,, -X2), 
E 
and Q, has the same form of @, with p1 and p2 interchanged. 
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THEOREM 4.6. 
1 1 
U,-,-;C;-EX~,-EXZ 
E E 
=lF,(a;c; -(X1 +xz>>~ 
For proving this use Theorem 2.1 after taking the limits with the help of 
Lemma 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.7. 
1 
lim F2 
E-0 
a, b; -; c, cl; -Xl, -eXZ 
E 
= 'Pl(a, b; c, c’; -X,, -X2). 
Proof. Take the d f ‘t’ e ml ion of F, from (2.2). Apply Lemma 4.2 to the 
gamma ratio rp(b’ - p,)/T,(b’) for lim,,, = lim.,,, 7~ = l/e, to get 
n-Ppz. Make a change of the variable eXZ = Y, * dY2 = eP(P+l)/’ dX, and 
1 Y, 1 = 1 X, 1 E P. Then l -Pp2 comes out and cancels with n -Pp2. The remaining 
expression is the M-transform of *r, and hence the result. n 
The proofs in the following results are similar, and hence these will be 
stated without proofs. 
THEOREM 4.8. 
-;c,c’; -EX1, -EX2 = W2(a; c, c’; -x,, -X2), 
1 
a, a’, b, -; c; -X,, -eXZ 
E 
= El(u, a’, b;c; -X,, -X,), 
1 1 
a, -, b, -;c; -X,, -c2X, 
E E 
= E2(a, b; c; -x,, -x2), 
1 
-, b, b’; c; -cXl, -X2 
E 
= Q,(b’, b; c; -X,, -X2) 
This last equation also follows from the integral representation of 8, 
given in Theorem 3.6 and from Lemma 4.1. 
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Many of the above theorems and the various results stated in the 
following theorem do not seem to have been recorded in the literature for 
the scalar cases either. 
THEOREM 4.9. 
i 
1 
lim Q2 b, -; c; -Xl, -EX2 
i 
= @)3(b; c; -x,, -X2>, 
E’O E 
1 
lim WIrl n, -; c, c’; -EX1, -x, = W,(u;c,c’; -x,, -X,), 
C-t0 E 
6; c; -X,, -6X2 = E2(a, b;c; -X,, -X2), 
i 
1 
lim 8, a, a’, -; c; -EX1, -X2 
i 
= @,(a, a’; c; -x,, -X,), 
C-0 E 
( 
1 
lim E2 a, -;c; -EXI, -X2 
i 
= @,(u;c; -x,, -X2), 
E+O E 
i 
1 
lim z2 -, b;c; -eXI, -X2 = Q,,(b;c; -X,, -X2). 
E+O E 
For u = x, + x,, 
1 1 
“F,( ;c; -/ -;c; -6X1, -EXz 
E E 
1 
= lim a, -;c; -EX1, -X2 
E’O i E 1 
( 
1 1 1 
= 1’ imE -,-,-; c; - 2X,) - EXZ 
E-0 E E E 1 
= lim 8, ( 
1 1 
-, -;c; -6’X,, -X2 
E’O E E i 
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